How is the minerals sector
adapting to the new normal?
As the UK begins to emerge from lockdown, it’s interesting to hear
how the different sectors we work in are adapting. Our minerals
expert, Richard Pike, spoke to Nick Horsley, Director of the Mineral
Products Association (Wales) (MPA) to find out how its members
are coping.
WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES FACING THE MPA’S MEMBERS
DURING THE CURRENT CRISIS?
The mineral products industry has faced a broad set of challenges which have evolved as the
lockdown period has continued, from access to ecological and archaeological contractors to
facilitating the next phases of quarry development through to a degree of animosity for drivers
delivering essential minerals products for manufacture and construction. Certain market
contributions have changed as demand for some materials has fallen, while others have increased
significantly. Demand for industrial minerals such as sand for glass food and drinks packaging
increased markedly as supermarket shelves became bare, horticultural sands and agricultural
lime increased to assist rises in food production, as did kaolin for pharmaceuticals and medical
supplies.
The minerals products industry has also made significant contributions to the new NHS
Nightingale facilities and road maintenance materials have seen continued demand as
opportunities to repair our quieter highways were taken. The closure of many of the housing
development sites undoubtedly impacted sales of construction materials albeit members are now
witnessing some green shoots of revival.
The government has highlighted the construction sector as critical to country’s recovery but while
flexibility on construction sites in terms of hours of operations has been recognised, affording
the same flexibility to the supply chain, including the provision of mineral products, must not be
overlooked.
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HOW IS THE MPA HELPING ITS MEMBERS THROUGH THE CURRENT CRISIS?
Maintaining cashflow within businesses has been the key consideration and the MPA has engaged
proactively and regularly with HM Treasury and HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC). Routine dialogue with
many government departments, local authorities, regulators and other stakeholders has been a taking place
across the MPA disciplines. This has helped reinforce the essentiality of minerals to society, being recognised
across government departments with renewed impetus. MPA members’ input through the sharing of
experiences has been imperative in ensuring this engagement is well-targeted.
WHAT DOES THE MPA SEE AS BEING THE BIGGEST SINGLE CHALLENGE TO RECOVERY?
Cashflow will be particularly challenging as the economy restarts with invoices taking time to pay but bills
and costs going immediately. In previous recessions, more construction companies have failed during the
recovery than the downturn, so it will be important that support lasts until the cashflow pipeline is back to a
steady state.
To assist members, the MPA launched new guidance documents and posters to help members adapt. The
package was turned around quickly and reflects the ‘can do’ attitude of our members who are determined
to play their part in rebuilding business confidence and boosting activity levels as the recovery gains
momentum.

It is time for less talk and more concerted action to protect
jobs and investments over the coming months, and years,
as the industry transitions from survival to growth.
WHAT MEASURES/ASSISTANCE WOULD THE MPA LIKE TO SEE THE GOVERNMENT EXTEND TO ITS
MEMBERS TO HELP THE SECTOR?
The government has introduced a range of measures to help stabilise the economy from the ability to
furlough staff to the deferment of HMRC payments. Cash retention is critical to business and we have been
promoting further measures to retain cash which include deferring employers national insurance, business
rates and corporation tax. We are also pushing for relaxation of HMRC’s Time To Pay arrangements for
the aggregates levy. We have welcomed the recognition by Department for Business, Energy & Industrial
Strategy (BEIS) that our sector is essential and we hope to build on this in the future. Our industry is crucial
to the economic recovery as we supply a huge range of industries; we are ready to increase supply as
demand picks up. Support through the crisis and the early stage of the recovery is essential.
WHAT DO YOU SEE AS BEING VIABLE “EXIT STRATEGIES” FOR THE SECTOR AND HOW QUICKLY DO
YOU THINK IT WILL TAKE TO RECOVER?
With the industry gradually coming out of furlough, we are ready to increase production as demand increases
but with the challenge of credit risk rising. A combination of clear guidance and firm encouragement to get
back to work at the right time, early investment in public sector projects to get things going, plus available
help to deal with credit risk would all be useful. Minimising uncertainty to boost confidence to invest and fuel
growth is the top priority after the need to protect people’s health. It is time for less talk and more concerted

action to protect jobs and investments over the coming months, and years, as the industry
transitions from survival to growth.
IS THE GOVERNMENT’S PROMISE OF DELIVERING LARGE SCALE NATIONAL
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS, SUCH AS HIGH SPEED TWO (HS2), A POTENTIAL LIGHT
AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL FOR THE MPA’S MEMBERS?
The government’s support for infrastructure projects is undoubtedly welcomed and
its spending commitments in the recent budget are positive. The MPA has cautiously
welcomed the Prime Minister’s recent speech and the determination to invest in
infrastructure. Our industry - which typically supplies 1 million tonnes per day of mineral
products to construction, manufacturing and other key sectors - stands ready to supply
the essential materials for the projects. Government ambition is important but delivery
is what really matters. Too often in the past have successive governments talked a good
game on infrastructure but have either taken too long or failed to deliver. Society cannot
simply rely on infrastructure to kick start the economy. It will require a broad approach
and commitment across all sectors. The minerals industry supplies more than housing
and infrastructure. Minerals products touch every aspect of our life, from clean water to
agriculture, from transport to pharmaceuticals. The recovery will require engagement and
commitment across all stakeholders and not just for the short term.
HOW MUCH OF A RECOVERY DO YOU THINK THE SECTOR WILL HAVE MADE IN 12
MONTHS’ TIME?
It is very hard to say. Time and again our industry has demonstrated resilience against
adversity. Our contribution to society has been recognised during the current crisis but
it is important that it is not forgotten. It must become instrumental and embedded in
government policy formulation and direction for the long term.

For more information on this article, or if you need any legal advice in relation to mining
and minerals, do not hesitate to get in touch.
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